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Renaissance® Receives the
KASA Heart for Education Award

(Frankfort, Ky) The Kentucky Association of School
Administrators (KASA) awarded Renaissance® the 2018 Heart for
Education Award.
Presented annually to a high level business partner who works with
KASA to provide learning opportunities and services to Kentucky
school districts and who goes above and beyond in serving children and public education, giving generously of their time and
resources at a level that exceeds expectations.
Joe Carter, Educational Account Executive and Raleigh Poole,
Kentucky Sales Representative were presented the award at KASA’s
50th Annual Leadership Institute, July 26 in Louisville.
This high-level KASA partner since 2014 has supported Kentucky
educational leaders and students for more than 30 years. From
their beginnings with Accelerated Reader, Renaissance® has grown
their support solutions to Star Assessments, Accelerated Reader 360 and MyOn Reader, MyOn News, Accelerated
Math, English in a Flash and Math Facts in a Flash. Renaissance® transforms data about how students learn into
instruments of empowerment for classroom teachers, enabling them to guide all students to achieve their full potential. Through smart, data-driven educational technology solutions that amplify teachers’ effectiveness, Renaissance®
helps teachers teach better, students learn better, and school administrators lead better. By supporting teachers in
the classroom but not supplanting them, Renaissance® solutions deliver tight learning feedback loops: between
teachers and students, between assessment of skills mastery and the resources to spur progress, and between each
student’s current skills and future academic growth.
The Kentucky Association of School Administrators is the largest school administrators’ group in Kentucky,
representing more than 3,100 education leaders from across the commonwealth. Formed in 1969, KASA connects
education leaders to policymakers, legislators, ad other interest groups and provides numerous benefits and services
to Kentucky’s school administrators.
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